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The purpose of this note is to present an infinite class of 4-designs. In 
particular we shall show that there exists a 4 -  (q + 1, 5, 5) design 
(see [1] for notation) for every q = 2% n ~> 5, n odd. 
Let -(-2 = GF(q) w {oo) with q = 2", n ~ 5, n odd; and let G be the 
group of linear fractional transformations oJ --+ (a~o +/3)/(y~o + 8) 
acting triply transitively on s Let s = ~2 ~ {0% 0, 1}. For each ~ ~ s 
let A(~) = { 0% 0, 1, ~, c~ + 1) and let ~(a) be the orbit under G containing 
A(a). Finally let ~ be the union of the ~(~)'s for ~ ~ s Then (g2, ~)  is 
the desired esign. The author is grateful to E. F. Assmus, Jr., A. M. Glea- 
son, H. F. Mattson, Jr., V. S. Pless, and R. J. Turyn for the following proof 
that (s 9)  is a 4-design with )~ = 5. The author's original proof was far 
more complicated and did not cover the case n ~ 3(mod 6). 
We first note that 
and 
A(~) = A(c~ + 1), 
1 ' < c~ = t -gT- r ) ,  
Now define x and y in G by 
, )  x: ~ ~ ( ~ -  (~o + 1), 
y: o J - ->- ( - -~) (~+ 1). 
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Then 
z x 1 
and 
1 
For a e D*, the six elements 
1 a 1 a-k l  
a, a - l - l ,  ~ ,  - - ,  
a+l  ~+1 ~- '  a 
are distinct since n is odd. Thus, ~ consists of at most (q -- 2)/6 different 
orbits under G. The stabilizer of A(a) contains the group of order 4 gener- 
ated by co -+ co q- 1 and co --+ w + ~. Hence, each orbit in ~ contains at 
most (q + 1) q(q  - -  1)/4 blocks. Thus, 
b ~< (q 4q- 1 ) where b=]~] .  
Since G is triply transitive, every 4-subset of 12 is equivalent under G to 
some S~----{c~, 0, 1, a}, where ~ ~$2". In order to show that S~ is 
contained in at least five members of ~ we define the following four 
members of G: 
o~+1 
U 1 -" O) .--~ - -  ~ 
O( 
U2 9 r . _~ _ _  o~§  
U 3 : O9 ----~ o J+ l  ' 
U 4 : OA -----~ co -k- 1 
Now we have 
u~ : A(a) --~ {~,  O, 1, a, l/a}, 
u2: A(~, )~ oo, 0 ,1 ,~,  a~l  ' 
u3 : A(~)  -~  { 0% 0, 1, a, ~2}, 
u4 : A(v'~) ~ {~,  0, 1, a, V~}. 
Clearly S~ C A(c~). Since n is odd, the five elements 
,~+1,  l/a, '~ ~+1 ' ~2, ~/~ 
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are distinct. Thus, S~ is contained in at least five members of .~. Hence, we 
have 
5b />5(q+l )  '4  
SO 
It follows that 
  tq+l) .4  
 --tq+l1,4 
consists of exactly (q -  2)/6 orbits of size (q + 1)q(q -  1)/4, and 
we have a 4-design with )t = 5. 
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